The Cerebral Palsy Foundation

2020 Accessible
Gift Guide

Hey Friends!
From our CPF Family to
yours, Happy Holidays!
If you are looking for a great gift for someone with
cerebral palsy or a related disability, we’ve got you
covered with our 2020 Accessible Gift Guide. We’ve
spent weeks picking out special gifts at a variety of
price points for all ages and stages! Let our Accessible
Gift Guide do the work for you, complete with the links
to buy each gift directly. And we’re even more excited
to let you know we’ve partnered with several of the
awesome companies and products featured here for
holiday gift giveaways in the days to come with
our Holiday giveaway countdown. Life with a disability
can mean doing things a bit differently and finding
creative solutions to everyday challenges. Sometimes,
the best gift for a person with a disability is a useful
one — something to make dressing, eating or operating
the electronics easier, but we also want to surprise and
delight our loved ones and family members. Who
needs a partridge in a pear tree when you can give
one of these great gifts!

LET'S FIND YOUR PERFECT GIFTS!

WWW.CEREBRALPALSYFOUNDATION.ORG

FASHION
YARROW APPAREL
YARROW features comfortable, soft layering
and draping, all with hidden magnetic
closures powered by MagnaReady®’s

patented magnetic technology. With styles
named after members of the disability
community, YARROW is designed with
accessibility in mind.

SHOP NOW

MAGNAREADY APPAREL
Powered by patented magnetic technology,

MagnaReady® is an innovative approach to
dressing with its stress-free, solution-based
collection of apparel and accessories.

MagnaReady® brings new meaning to the
concept of human-centered design.

SHOP NOW
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Toys & Gadgets!
XBOX ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER
The Xbox Adaptive Controller (XAC) is a first-

of-its-kind device designed to allow people with
a wide range of physical abilities to access

game commands and play video games alone
– and with friends. The physical access XAC

provides isn’t something everyone needs. But
anyone who does need it can now have it.

SHOP NOW

RAD RACERUNNER
The RAD RaceRunner is a three-wheeled running
bike with chest support. It is designed for

children and adults with balance or mobility

challenges to achieve their exercising goals -be
it recreation, competition, or rehabilitation. The
RAD RaceRunner® running frame is a bike
without pedals.

SHOP NOW
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Lifestyle!
OBI
Obi is a first of its kind, revolutionary dining

device for individuals who lack upper extremity
function. With the momentary touch of a

switch, Obi allows users to select between four

compartments of food and to command when
the food is captured and delivered to the

mouth. Obi increases independence, social

interaction, and effective food capturing like
never before.

SHOP NOW

EAZYHOLD
With EazyHold you can easily accomplish all your
daily living activities with independence despite
physical conditions or disabilities that might be
impacting your grip strength. The patented

EazyHold design gives children and adults the
ability to hold onto tons of items with ease.

EazyHold straps are made of soft, flexible foodgrade silicone, hypoallergenic, and latex-free.

Wash in the dishwasher or clean with disinfectant
wipes.

SHOP NOW
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...Even More
Fashion!
BILLY FOOTWEAR
Smashing fashion with function, BILLY

Footwear incorporates zippers that go

along the side of the shoes and around

the toe, allowing the upper of each shoe
to open and fold over completely. Thus

the wearer can place their foot onto the
shoe footbed unobstructed. Then with a
tug on the zipper which pulls the shoe

closed, and secures overtop of the user's
foot. It's simple. It's easy! Enter to win a
$50 gift card for any BILLY Footwear
purchase!

SHOP NOW

STARBERRYKIDS ONESIE
Starberrykids' innovative products were created to

simplify dressing our medically challenged children.

This unique undershirt features a flap that opens and
closes easily, allowing easy access to the g-tube
portal.

SHOP NOW
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Accessories & More!

FFORA BOTTLE & BOTTLE HOLDER
FFORA believes in designing a world that’s

made for everyone. They utilize the power of

functional design and real-life experiences to

create beautiful products that just work. Wow!
Behold the New FFORA Bottle Holder & FFORA
Bottle, allowing you to carry your H2O or
favorite beverage in style!

SHOP NOW

SPASTIC DIPLEGIA BILATERAL
CEREBRAL PALSY BOOK
The book addresses how spastic diplegia

develops over the lifespan and explains the

evidence-based, best-practice treatments. It
empowers parents of young children,

adolescents and adults with the condition, to
become better advocates and co–decision
makers in the medical process.

SHOP NOW
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